ROCKY MOUNTAIN SUSTAINABILITY AND SCIENCE NETWORK (RMSSN)

May 18-June 1st, 2017

Interested in sustainability, citizen science or the National Parks?

RMSSN is a leadership team experience for students interested in sustainability of cultural and natural resources and our public lands. Students work in cultural and taxonomic teams using citizen science tools to learn about ecology, cultural resources and public land management. Students will interact with peers from different institutions as well as a diverse set of faculty. RMSSN is also hosting a pollinator hotshot team that will work on pollinators throughout the academy. Questions? Email rmssn2017@gmail.com

RMSSN and 3dNaturalist are supported by grants from the National Science Foundation and the Beacham O’Malley Charitable Trust

Applications due March 15, 2017

https://goo.gl/forms/iWRKulcJGVBLoMfmC3